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SECTION AA’   M 1:250

- helping decreasing city heat island 
  effect
- support biodiversity
- respecting history
- working with relation to the current state         
  of the location
- creating space for people to meet each              
  other and have a great time
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THE STORY MY PROJECTWIDER CONNECTIONS

MATERIALS NEW PLANTS FURNITURE

ENTRANCES
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ČERTOVKA WINDOW

MY STANDARTS

Threatre Kampa

etanque park

Parking place

Restaurant 
Altány Kampa

Parking place

Embassy of Norway

Kampa park

Sedící dívka statue from J. Hána

Tyrš’s house

Garden

Connecting space

Paved space

Čertvovka

Čertovka

Platanus acerifolia
Luzula sylvatica

Garden Connecting spaceTerraceTyrš’s house

Grotta Water element

Terrace
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AÁ
Grotta

Hostel Sokol

Tyrš’s house

Hotel Kampa, Stará Zbrojnice

Café Mlýnská kavárna

AÁ

1) gardens, 1886 
2) old armory house, 1884
3) Sokol in Tyrš’s house, since 1921
4) nowadays not valuable used

1 Zahrady Pražského hradu
2 Valdštejnská zahrada
3 Vojanovy sady
4 Lobkovická zahrada
5 Schönbornská zahrada
6 Vrtbovská zahrada
7 Maltézská zahrada
8 Park Kampa
9 Petřínské sady

10 Kinského zahrada
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1
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9

10

8

7
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+ Zahrada Čertovka

Location of Zahrada Čertovka project was divided into four zones:
1.  Garden with perrenials beds and paths leading to water element,  
 with its calm water, that is in sharp contrast to wild stream 
 of Čertovka canal. Shape of the garden is inspired by old  
 armory, that used to stand here. 
2. Paved space in front of Hotel Kampa with smaller darker tiles.
3. Connecting space paved with larger lighter stones, that offers  
 connection to the park through two bridges. If you would walk  
 along the Čertovka canal, you could find small stairs, that lead  
 to Čertovka Window. 
4. Petanque park, playing area in front of Kampa theatre. 

Connection to the park is highlighted by axis, that starts at ornamen-
tal entrance to the Tyrš’s house, continues next to wall of its northern 
wing, over bridge that has part of its side made out of glass and ends 
in Kampa park next to the statue called Sedící dívka (Sitting girl)  
by J. Hána.

2m2m

250m 250m

1) 2) 

3) 4) 

MY PLAN

SITUATION NOWADAYS

1. GARDEN

2. PAVED SPACE 

3.  CONNECTING SPACE

4. PETANQUE PARK
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HISTORY

1) gardens, 1886 
2) old armory house, 1884

3) Sokol in Tyrš’s house,     
since 1921

4) nowadays not valuable 
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1. GARDEN

interpretation of the old historical garden in figure of the old armory house

new planted Platanus acerifolia

Luzula sylvatica under the trees 

hoggen pathways - material from quarry Zbraslav

water element- calm endless water edge in contrast of steam of Čertovka canal

perrenials beds

sunny

shady conditions



2. PAVED SPACE 
  in front of the Hotel Kampa
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3.  CONNECTING SPACE
Čertovka Window



3.  CONNECTING SPACE
Glass bridge

Glass bridge Sedící dívka from J. Hána 
in Kampa parkTyrš’s house

highlights connection in between Tyrš’s house and Kampa park



3.  CONNECTING SPACE
Glass bridge



4. PETANQUE PARK
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